
Appendix 3

Opportunities Risks

1 Bidding process Government have invited bids for pilot: likely to be 
competitive (more bids than likely to be funding from 
HM Treasury)

DCLG are inviting 2-tier and rural areas to apply May end up with a bid that meets criteria rather than 
being preferred long-term position

2 Timing of 
process

Bids to be submitted by end of October 2017 Will know if successful by mid-December to 
incorporate into 2018/19 budgets

Quick, short-term proposals

3 Period of Pilot The Government suggests that the pilots would only 
be for 2018/19

Potential additional income for 2018/19 only If period of pilot were to be automatically extended 
the risks of loss increase: all current proposals 
would be appropriate for single-year pool but may 
not be suitable for multi-year pool

4 Pool 
membership

Government wishes to see pilots covering "functional 
economic areas" - pressure to include Copeland in 
pilot

Include Copeland - if no major refunds payable to 
Sellafield there would be additional income to add to 
the Cumbria pool

Sellafield has RV of £43.7m (whole of South 
Lakeland RV of £118m and no single RV over £2m), 
has appeals still outstanding from 2010 list and is 
expected to appeal 2017 list RV
Replacing known, certain income with less certain 
income. 
2018/19 SLDC RSG - £0, RSDG £268k
2018/19 CCC RSG £28,943k, RSDG £3,584k
2018/19 all of Cumbria RSG £32,197k, RSDG 
£4,614k

6 Safety Net Current safety net is 92.5% of baseline income, pilot 
safety net will increase to 97% of baseline

Reduces reductions in income before safety net is 
paid

Safety net applies collectively to all authorities in 
pool so will be higher risk than not being in a pool.  
Inclusion of Copeland/Sellafield will make it more 
likely that Cumbria will need safety net

7 Income retained The pilot would retain the growth in Cumbria which 
currently goes to the Government through their 50% 
share of business rates

Level of additional income within Cumbria could be 
as high as £9.2m

Projections suggest total income could drop to 
£1.1m if a number of adverse factors all hit at once

This appendix summarises the risks and opportuities facing South Lakeland Distrcit Council if it were to join a 100% business rate pilot for 2018/19.

Issue

5 Grant foregone The pilot will replace cash grant from government 
(RSG and Rural Services Delivery Grant) with a 
share of business rate income

Amount of rates retained could be higher than 
grants forgone (by up to £9.2m)

Risks relating to Pooling Pilot

8 Tier Split Currently split Government 50%, district 40%, county 
10%.  If 100% is to be split between district and 
county in pilot, how should it be split BUT tariffs and 
top-ups will be adjusted

Higer % retained by districts will increase opportunity of higher income retained but will also increase 
volatility 
If all income is going into pool then it is the distribution of pool gains that is significant rather than tier split - 
but would become very significant if pool were to stop in future
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9 No detriment 

clause
Current pilots have a no detriment clause - the 
government will increase their income if the pool 
sees a loss of income so they would be no worse off 
for being a pilot. Bidding pilots have choice of 
requesting no detriment or not but more likely to be 
approved if don't ask for no detriment

More likely to succeed if waive no detriment Could end up worse off financially

Current proposal:
Current 40%:10% income split to be 
retained/distributed as present

Ensures SLDC is no worse off than current pool 
based on distribution mechanism

Limited

Government 50% to be added to CCC so end up with 
60% CCC, 40% districts (doubling each share to 20% 
CCC, 80% districts considered and rejected)

Pragmatic solution to ensure a viable bid is agreed While pilot pool exists this split is largely 
meaningless as all additional income is allocated by 
the pilot pool distribution model.  If pilot pool were to 
end then would be significant.

Pilot pooling gains to be split:
 - Amount to support increased investment in 
Cumbria, to be allocated by CLB or similar body, with 
process still to be agreed

Government will judge bids on how additional 
income will be allocated - want to see income used 
to generate additional economic development: 
proposal currently that could be used to fund small 
business development.

No clear link between growth of economy and 
growth of RVs as many small businesses initially do 
not use separate premises.  Political agreement 
required on distribution

 - Allocated remaining gains based on £ reductions in 
RSG/RSDG

Government want to see additional funds used to 
support sustainability of local government ie used to 
offset withdrawal of grant

SLDC have lowest level of grant to forego so likely 
to end up with lowest gains from pilot pool

New list: possibility of reductions in RV from the 
challenge stage of check, challenge, appeal.  
Appeals will start to filter through in 2018/19 rather 
than 2017/18.
Old list: still large number (and value) of appeals 
outstanding which may need to be backdated to 
2010 ( and a very small number to be backdated to 
2005)
Currently there are significant delays in processing 
changes by the VOA which increases cost of 
backdating reductions.

12 Fallback option All pilot bids have to indicate what they wish to 
happen if the pilot bid fails - revert to existing pool or 
create new pool on new boundaries (if different).

Copeland wish to join existing Cumbria pool SLDC feel current Cumbria pool would be too risky 
with Copeland as a member

10 Distribution of 
additional 
income retained

11 Appeals Businesses can challenge the level of their RV: 
appeals have to be considered by VOA

New list: normally high number of appeals but new 
process of check, challenge, appeal introduced 
which makes appeals harder - will there be a 
reduction in appeals?
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13 Withdrawal Proposals can be withdrawn after submission 

including 28 day period after settlement
Could withdraw if risks of the pilot become too great 
after bidding

Under existing rules for old pools if any body 
withdraws during 28 day period after settlement then 
whole pool is wound-up.  This would put at risk the 
£300k approx of pooling gains to SLDC under 
current arrangements.  Uncertainty what 
arrangements would be for pilot pool bids.

14 Governance 
arrangements

Current pool has financial protocol approved by s151 
officers.  Does pilot bid need to be formally 
approved?

Bid to be signed off by s151 officers and Leaders. 
Due to size of decision should be key decision but 
timescales too short to include on forward plan.  Call-
in would also need to be waived.

15 Alternative pool 
proposals

each authority can only be included in one pilot 
application - if SLDC join Cumbria pilot pool then any 
other potential pools would be impossible.

16 Impact of new 
list for 2017

New RVs from 2017: technical adjustments still to be 
made to local authority funding to reflect final list 
figures and adjustment for new SBRR thresholds.

Grant distribution model not yet published for SBRR 
adjustment.  Technical consultation in Sept/Oct 17 
to confirm adjustments for total final RVs.  May have 
impact if there was a significant difference between 
draft and final lists which will be adjusted in 2018/19 
baseline figures.

17 Baseline 
reset/Fair 
Funding review

Current pooling/pilot arrangements only work where 
income collected is above baseline.  This is largely 
due to historic quriks/timing (baseline was set too 
low).  The baseline is due to be reset but the timing of 
baseline reset still not finalised - may be April 2019 
but April 2020 more likely.  Potential gains/losses 
from pilot/pool will change fundamentally.

No DCLG "roadmap" of how will move from pilot to 
100% retention scheme and impact of baseline 
reset

18 Central List There has been discussion about whether there 
could/should be sites on the central list rather than 
local lists e.g. Sellafield.  DCLG have indicated this is 
not up for discussion

Potential added income if any very large site were 
developed during 2018/19 (none known in pipeline)

Sellafield remains on local list so would be local risk.

19 NHS charity 
relief

There is a claim in the system for charitable relief 
(backdated 6 years from initial claim) for NHS 
hospitals.  DCLG have said this would remain a local 
risk

Relatively low RV for Westmorland General - higher 
risks around other NHS properties in Cumbria e.g. 
Barrow/Carlisle

Business Rates Risks that are not related to pooling pilot
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